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What is word of mouth marketing?



Giving people a reason 
to talk about your 
products/services and 
making it easier for that 
conversation to take 
place 

Word of mouth marketing is …



Why is WOMM important?
• Loss of trust in 
institutions and 
advertising

• The most credible 
source of information 
is now “a person like 
me”





The Ultimate Question . . .
How likely is it that you would 
recommend ABC certification to a 
friend or colleague?



NPS* leaders grow at a rate 
more than 2.5x that of their 
competitors

*  % Promoters - % Detractors = 
Net Promoter Score (NPS)



Positive WOM – Negative WOM = 
Your reputation



The Power of Negative WOM



Beware of:

Determined Detractors

Reputation Terrorists

Competitive Destroyers



The Competitive Destroyer Strikes!
The Money Grab –

“… fees should not be collected to pay massive salaries of bureaucrats who then also 
require candidates to buy textbooks or self-contained volumes from them. All this is 
known in the industry as The Money Grab.”

“The second Money Grab is when a so-called non-profit exam administrator charges 
$395 + shipping for hard copies of curriculum materials that could very easily be 
distributed to its candidates via PDF format.”

“Again, the driving force for all the money-grabs is to cover all the expenses associated 
with the size of the bureaucracies. In fact, it has been reported that the compensation 
packages of the 50 highest-paid employees at ABC Certifying Body are secret for some 
reason, even while extolling the virtues of transparency and disclosure to its candidates.”

“The XYZ Association is very sensitive to these issues, maintaining budgetary 
constraints, minimal bureaucracy, a sound business model, and a pledge to avoid 
patterns of a pompous attitude toward anyone.”



Basic Elements of WOMM



Educate people about your products and services



Identify people most likely to share their opinions



Provide tools that make it easier 
to share information



Study how, where, and when opinions are 
being shared



Listen and 
respond to 
supporters, 
detractors, 
and neutrals



WOMM Techniques



Buzz marketing

Viral marketing 

Community marketing

Evangelist/hub 
marketing

Brand blogging



High-profile events, entertainment or news that 
get people to talk about your brand

Buzz Marketing:



Taboo
Unusual
Outrageous

Hilarious
Remarkable 
Secrets 

Six Buzz Buttons

(Mark Hughes, Buzz Marketing)





Viral Marketing:
Entertaining or informative messages 
designed to be passed along in an 
exponential fashion, often 
electronically



Get to the point quickly
Have a specific call to action
Package units for mobility
Keep the tone of the message or 
prewritten text natural – avoid “sales 
speak”
Don’t nag, be intrusive or make customers 
feel they’re supposed to market for you 



Forming or supporting communities that are 
likely to share interests about the brand and 
related topics

Community Marketing:



Provide a welcoming place where customers can 
socialize  
Make it interactive, interesting and fun 
Use volunteer moderators to foster interaction 
and lend a face to the community
Understand the idiosyncrasies of the community 
and respect the culture











Cultivating evangelists, 
promoters, hubs or volunteers 
and encouraging them to take 
a leadership role in actively 
spreading the word on your 
behalf

Evangelist/Hub Marketing:



Help them do what they do 
best – share information
Provide a platform, tools and 
a relevant story worth 
sharing
Format the information in 
bite-size chunks
Create hooks to engage 
them  
Invite evangelists “behind the 
curtain”
Encourage 2-way 
conversations, remain open 
to feedback, and close the 
loop 





http://caeexam.blogspot.com



Creating blogs and participating in the blogosphere, 
in the spirit of open, transparent communications; and 
sharing information of value that the blog community 
(and others) may talk about

Blog Marketing:



Write in a consistent, friendly (natural) tone
Be brief
Deliver good content (Is it blogworthy?)
Post frequently (1-2x/week)
Post fast and first
Confront criticism head on and quickly, and link to it  
Promote positive news and comments about the brand (and 
certificants)
Use tags, pings, syndication, trackbacks, permalinks, blogrolls, 
and links to other blogs to promote your blog



Joining the Blogosphere:
Support the conversation of evangelists and 
promoters - don’t try to own them
Be upfront
Leverage a current news item or trend 
Speak naturally, not officiously
Respond to criticism quickly











WOMM Readiness Checklist



Is it ready?
Does it exceed 
expectations?

The right product:



Is your product talk-worthy?
Do your customers/stakeholders have a 
motive or incentive to talk?

Talk-worthiness:



Do you know what 
people say about your 
product?  Your 
competitors’ product? 
Would they recommend 
it?
How satisfied are they 
with credentials in your 
field, in general?
Are you proactively 
tracking what is being 
said and using a variety 
of methods to do so?

Listening:



Leveraging those who buzz:

Do you know who the evangelists, promoters, 
hubs, and connectors are?
Do you have a strategy for finding them and 
identifying new candidates when they appear?
Do you have a relationship with them?
Can you give them the information and tools they 
need to spread the word?
Is it easy for customers to talk to you and are you 
responsive to their comments?



Assessing Negative WOM



Who’s talking:
Are they influential? Do they have a social network? Do 
they have relevant experience?

Where are they talking:
Do these sources have high “dispersion” or index higher 
on search engines?



How emotional:
Emotion correlates with WOM - Do they feel betrayed?

Search reinforcement:
Do search results appear to validate the buzz? How 
bad?

Seconding the emotion:
Do other consumers 
reinforce buzz with 
evidence, similar 
opinion, etc.?
(Nielson BuzzMetrics)


